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Longitudinal analysis



5 independent segmentation algorithms

poor concordance among methods?

scattered and inconsistent hippocampal “growth”?

how is it possible? there is a large body of literature on 
hippocampal segmentation and its impact on clinics & research… 



~400 subj (ADNI), 1y follow-up, 1.5T & 3.0T



why? why?
inconsistent 
hippocampal 
volumes

out of bounds 
atrophy rates



typical segmentation algorithm: 

templates are mapped onto the new 
structure by some deformable 

registration process

huge weight of the training templates

a lateral view on hippocampal segmentation

different ground truth (gold standard) = different output

by the way: this is also why a huge effort on hippocampal harmonization was undertaken … see 
http://www.hippocampal-protocol.net



test-retest filter

ADNI 1-year hippocampal atrophy distributions thresholded at the 90th percentile of the OASIS absolute 
test–retest distributions, for both positive and negative atrophy rates. Within each graph, top right percentage 
indicates the 90 th percentile threshold used, while percentages on either side of the distributions indicate the 
percentage of subjects exhibiting potential growth atrophy after thresholding.



segmentation failure = 15 coronal slices randomly sampled. visual assessment 
(different between human & software > 10 voxels in >=3 slices)



growing the hippocampus: a real biological event?

Figure 3.

Venn diagrams demonstrating overlap of 
subjects identified as hippocampal 
“growers” at 1.5 T across all 5 
segmentation algorithms
Clockwise from upper left, individual Venn 
diagrams represent overlap for left, right, 
bilateral, and average hippocampal growth 
respectively.



conclusions… what is missing?



key concept:

differential measures are more accurate than 
cross-sectional ones

estimation of physiological noise and acquisition noises

insight to pathology models

key point:

τpath >> (<<) τnuisances

for instance, in hippocampal volumetry

(τatrophy ~ years) >> (τphysiological ~ days)

physiological variability can be: hydration, hormonal, 
vascular, comorbidities ...

longitudinal analysis considerations



biomarker

drop due to 
aging (to be 
measured)

acquisition 
uncertainties
(scan protocol, 
repositioning, 
movements, 
artifacts, …)

data processing 
errors 
(normalization, 
segmentation, 
...)

physiological 
variability
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time-dependent normalization
time-dependent metric 

independent normalization
independent metric 

time-dependent normalization
independent metric 

integrated, time-dependent normalization & metric



big variability 
reduction in 
CTRL

small 
variability 
reduction in AD

intrinsic (cohort) variability 
surrogate 

=
most time-integrated measure 

⇒  
the processing error is 

greatly reduced

surrogate increases from 
CTRL -> MCI -> AD



closing the circle...

small [big] intrinsic variability
=

high [low] degree of order



conclusions

Longitudinal investigations can provide very interesting 
insights but...

• all measures (automatic or manual) are inherently noisy

• there are many ways to perform a longitudinal measure: 
the difference between independent probes at two 
time-points is not the best one

mitigation strategies on poor longitudinal protocols:

– you should consider having a few subjects on which 
you can acquire multiple time points  

– you should consider having a separate dataset to 
disentangle the various noises: physiological, 
acquisition, data processing, ...





fit based on clinical model uncertainties: 

physiological 
variability
acquisition nuisance
data analysis
comorbidity

longitudinal protocol is important too!
remember the time-scale τ of the process

slope err. (CL) = 0.21 slope err. (CL) = 0.15


